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1 Introduction
A useful starting point for the development of programs which involve search, such
as Knowledge Based Systems, is a naive program. Such a program employs nondeterministic choice to explore a search space and pays no attention to the control
which is necessary in order to make the best choice at each stage. Such a starting
point has the merit that it is complete, i.e. it describes every possible solution and
that it is computational, i.e it describes (abstract) calculations and can be used as
the starting point of program re nement. Re nement is used to introduce clever
techniques which control the exploration of the search space and which gradually
transform a non-deterministic naive program into a deterministic clever (or Knowledge Based) program.
The techniques for the re nement of naive programs and the properties which
must be upheld are described in (?) and (?). This paper addresses the starting point
of the re nement process: the naive program. Although a naive program provides a
useful starting point for re nement and is complete with respect to all the possible
outcomes it usually exhibits exponential computational complexity which prohibits
using the initial naive system as a prototype.
The computational complexity of naive programs arises due to the simple and
obvious operational semantics for non-deterministic choice: at the point in the calculation which the choice is made, the calculation splits into two calculations which
continue independently. The result of performing a single program is selected at
random from the results of all the calculations which the program gives rise to.
If this operational semantics is implemented as a programming language for prototyping naive systems then the resources required are beyond the capabilities of
most computer systems for all but the simplest naive programs. The operational
semantics for naive programs must be made more sophisticated in order to use them
as prototypes.
One possibility is that non-deterministic choice is deferred until it is necessary,
in the hope that the choice will never have to be made. When a non-deterministic
choice is called for, a single value is returned (called an nd-value) which contains
both alternatives. Computation need not be duplicated since the calculation never
splits into two. Unfortunately, this simple scheme causes problems when nd-values
are copied within a calculation. Since an nd-value represents one of the choices
it contains, when an nd-value is copied so is the ability to choose. This is to be
compared with the case where the choice is made eagerly, if the value is then copied
the choice has already been made. These two alternatives produce very di erent
outcomes.
This paper describes a system which implements non-deterministic choice using
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nd-values, but imposes constraints on the format of programs which ensures that
they are consistent with eager choice. The constraints take the form of a type system
which prevents programs which copy nd-values from being written. Functions which
wish to copy nd-values must be identi ed and use a special function notation: functions which can be performed automatically. Such functions are shown to be
syntactic sugar for expressions which reify nd-values, manipulate them as d-values
and then install them back into the calculation as nd-values.
This paper is structured as follows. x2 describes a simple functional language
with non-deterministic choice and uses it to construct a simple KBS application for
Data Fusion. The application will be used to demonstrate the results of this work.
Examples of program execution are given in terms of the number of computational
steps. x3 introduces a modi ed language which implements lazy non-deterministic
choice, examples of calculations are given and problems with copying nd-values are
identi ed. x4 describes a type system which prevents nd-values from being copied
and x5 shows that the forcing of nd-values can be localized within a program fragment. x6 shows how the techniques can be applied to the Data Fusion application
in order to use a naive program as a Data Fusion prototype. Finally, x7 describes
related work, analyses the results and outlines future work.

2 A Naive Program
A naive program is a computer program which involves choice and which employs
no sophisticated techniques to cut down on the number of di erent choices which
must be explored before the correct choice is taken. Such systems are conveniently
expressed in terms of a simple functional programming language which contains
primitives for non-deterministic choice. The syntax of such a language is given
below:
E ::= I j I:E j EE j (E; : : : ; E ) j if E then E else E j E  E j fail
i 2 I is a program identi er; i:b is a function with argument i 2 I and body b 2 E ;
e1 e2 is an application with operator e1 2 E and operand e2 2 E ; (e1 ; : : : ; en ) is an
n-tuple where each ei 2 E is a component; if e1 then e2 else e3 is a conditional
expression where e1 2 E is the antecedent, e2 2 E is the consequent and e3 2 E is
the alternative; e1  e2 is a non-deterministic choice where e1 2 E or e2 2 E will be
chosen non-deterministically; fail is a suicide expression.
The operational semantics of this simple language is given by a state transition
machine. The machine is based upon the SECD machine (?) and includes extensions which are necessary for non-deterministic primitives () and fail. The essential
di erence is that the state transitions hold between single states and sets of states
produced by executing non-deterministic operators. An similar machine and application is described in () and an introduction to functional programming is given in
(?).
Each machine state is a 4-tuple and contains computational values which are
described as follows: a list is either empty [] or a cons v : l of a value v and a
list l, [v1 ; v2 ; : : : ; vn ] is shorthand for v1 : (v2 : (: : : (vn : []) : : :)); an n-tuple of
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(s; e; i : c; d) 7?! f(e(i) : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; i:b : c; d) 7?! f(<i; e; b> : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; (e1 e2 ) : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; e1 : e2 : @ : c; d)g
(v : <i; e ; b> : s; e; @ : c; d) 7?! f([]; e (i 7! v); [b]; (s; e; c; d))g
(v : ; ; []; (s; e; c; d)) 7?! f(v : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; (e1 ; : : : ; en ) : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; en : : : : : e1 : [n] : c; d)g
(v1 : : : : : vn : s; e; [n] : c; d) 7?! f((v1 ; : : : ; vn ) : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; if e1 then e2 else e3 : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; e1 : [e2 ; e3 ] : c; d)g
(true : s; e; [e1 ; e2 ] : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; e1 : c; d)g
(false : s; e; [e1 ; e2 ] : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; e2 : c; d)g
(s; e; e1  e2 : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; e1 : c; d); (s; e; e2 : c; d)g
( ; ; fail : ; ) 7?! ;
0

0

Fig. 1. The Semantics of An ND-Functional Language

values (v1 ; : : : ; vn ); an environment is a function from identi ers to values, given an
environment e it is extended with a binding between i and v by e(i 7! v); a function
closure <i; e; b> contains an argument i 2 I , an environment e and a body b 2 E ;
and, booleans true and false.
Machine instructions are values which occur in the control of the machine: application @; n-tuple construction [n]; and boolean choice [e1 ; e2 ] where e1 2 E and
e2 2 E are consequent and alternative respectively.
A machine state is a 4-tuple (s; e; c; d) where s is a sequence of values; e is an
environment; c is a sequence of program expressions and machine instructions and
d is either () or a machine state. The components of the machine state are referred
to as the stack, environment, control and dump respectively.
The transition function for the machine maps a single machine state to a set of
machine states and is de ned in gure 1. Each line in the de nition corresponds to
a set of transitions created by consistently substituting values of the suitable types
for the variables. The functional language is very austere, it can be extended by
de ning syntactic sugar which are new syntactic constructs de ned from existing
ones. The sugaring and desugaring is described (?).
The language may also be extended with builtin data types and operators over
those data types, for example integers and arithmetic over integers. The application
of builtin operators is described by the following evaluation rule:
(v : f : s; e; @ : c; d) 7?! (f (v) : s; e; c; d)
providing that f (v) is de ned elsewhere.
The transition function 7?! maps from single machine states to sets of machine
states. Given a set of machine states S and a powerset operator P , then the type
of the state transition function is de ned as 7?!: S ! P (S ). We can extend 7?! to
be a function which maps sets of states to sets of states as follows:
7?!: P (S ) ! P (S )

7?! (P ) = Sf7?! (s) j s 2 P g
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The function can be extended further by the post x operator  which generates
the transitive closure of its argument. An evaluation function X : E ! P (V )
translates a program expression e 2 E to a set of program outcomes S 2 P (V ).
The environment for freely referenced identi ers in the expression e is represented
as . The evaluation function is de ned:

X (e) = S i f([]; ; [e]; ())g 7?! Q ^ S = fv j ([v]; ; ; ) 2 Qg
The evaluation function E de nes the gold standard for any other evaluation strat-

egy for naive programs to be measured against. Suppose that another evaluation
function X0 : E ! P (V 0 ) exists such that there is a translation  : V 0 ! V from
outcomes to outcomes. The following diagram must commute for the new evaluation
strategy:
P (V )

? 6
?
?

X

E

?
@



@
@@R

X0

P (V 0 )

Our claim is that the functional language is useful as the basis for speci cation
of programs which involve search and in particular the speci cation and re nement
of Knowledge Based Systems. In order to show that this is the case we will give a
simple but representative speci cation for a Data Fusion application. Data Fusion
involves receiving a stream of entity observations which must be fused into a global
picture. The application causes problems for an algorithmic approach because the
observed entities are autonomous and the messages are noisy, may be duplicated
and may not occur in the same order as the events which were observed. Data
Fusion applications are described in (?) (?) and (?). A model for Data Fusion has
been analysed in the MOSES document (?).
The model for Data Fusion calculations which we wish to use as a speci cation
is as follows. Each type of entity is described as a non-deterministic nite state
machine. At each instant in time, all possible entities perform one of their possible
state transitions. Each observation which is received may contain errors and therefore is non-deterministically selected from a set of possible correct observations.
When an observation is received, we assume that it is correct and describes an
entity in the current global picture. If no matching entity exists, then the global
picture is deleted.
A simple implementation of a Data Fusion system is shown in gure 2. The main
data values are vehicles, messages and states. A vehicle is (i; x; y) where i is a
unique identi er for the vehicle and (x; y) is the current position of the vehicle. A
message is (t; f ) where t is an integer representing the time at which the message
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move(i; x; y) =
let delta = (1+)  I  (?1)
in (i; delta x; delta y )
let at vehicle vehicles = if member vehicle vehicles then vehicles else fail
let trans state =
case state of
(vs; t; m (t ; ) : ms) ) (map move vs; t + 1; m : ms) when t > t
(vs; t; (t ; f ) : ms) ) (f vs; t; ms) when t = t

let

0

0

0

0

end

Fig. 2. A Simple Data Fusion System

was received and f is a guard function which is applied to the current global picture
when the message is received. A guard function is applied to a value and either acts
as if it were the identity function when the value satis es the guard or acts as if
it were fail otherwise. A state is (vs; t; ms) where vs is the current global picture
which is a list of vehicles, t is the current time and ms is a list of incoming messages.
The function trans performs a single state transition for the current Data Fusion
state. If the next message is in the future then all the vehicles are moved and if a
message is received then it is handled by using the information to check the current
global picture. Moving a vehicle is performed using the function move which applies
a non-deterministic function delta to the x and y co-ordinates of the vehicle's current
position.
The function at constructs a simple guard function when applied to a vehicle.
The resulting guard function ensures that the vehicle is present in the current global
picture. If it is not then the guard function performs fail which causes the current
calculation to die and therefore discard the current global picture.
There are a number of simplifying assumptions made about Data Fusion in the
system shown in gure 2. These are: messages are always assumed to be correct i.e.
they are not noisy, messages are always received in time order and all observable
entities are known at the outset. These assumptions are revisited at the end of the
paper.
The Data Fusion system described in gure 2 uses non-deterministic choice to
describe all the possible behaviours of observable entities. This occurs in the move
operation which non-deterministically selects and applies (1+), I or (?1) to both
the x co-ordinate and the y co-ordinate. If the state of the system before performing
a state transition is ([(i; 100; 200)]; 50; []) then the state after the move will be one
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of the following:

([(i; 101; 201); 50; [])
([(i; 101; 200); 50; [])
([(i; 101; 199); 50; [])
([(i; 100; 201); 50; [])
([(i; 101; 200); 50; [])
([(i; 101; 199); 50; [])
([(i; 99; 201); 50; [])
([(i; 99; 200); 50; [])
([(i; 99; 199); 50; [])
The operational semantics of the functional language performs non-deterministic
choice by splitting the machine into two. Each new machine is the same as the original except that the non-deterministic expression at the head of the control has been
replaced with one or other of the sub-expressions. Given an interpretation strategy
which treats all machines fairly, this will develop all the possible global pictures
concurrently and therefore guarantee to contain the picture which corresponds to
reality.
Unfortunately, such an interpretation strategy will perform many equivalent computations more than once. Each machine which is created by performing nondeterministic choice in the Data Fusion system di ers from the others with respect to a few simple data values (i.e. the x and y co-ordinates). Many expressions,
such as those which test whether the next message should be handled, will behave
identically on all machines.
Another undesirable result of duplicating machines each time non-deterministic
choice is performed is that all the possible choices and values which depend upon
those choices become separated. For example, if after starting with a state ([(i,100,200)],50,ms)
and performing several transitions, a message arrives which states that the entity
with identi er i is in an area identi ed by x > 120 and y > 215 then many di erent
machines will have performed computation in vain since their proposed positions
for the entity do not fall within the speci ed area.
A solution for the rst problem could be to extend the interpretation strategy
with memoizing features which remember the results of performing program expressions. This would allow machines to take advantage of previously evaluated
expressions. A problem with this improvement is that the evaluation of a program
expression depends upon the current context, di erent machines will have di erent
contexts and it may be dicult to compare contexts. Another objection with this
approach is that it does not improve the second problem since information is still
decentralized.
Before describing a proposed solution to these problems (in x3) we give some
performance results for two simple non-deterministic programs. Figure 3 shows a
simple non-deterministic program and the output, in this font, which is produced when it is executed. The non-determinism arises in the list l where the rst
element is either 1 or 10 and the second is either 2 or 20. The operator counter is
used to simulate some arbitrary computation which is performed by the program,
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member [] = false
member x (x : ) = true
member x ( : l) = member x l
counter n n = n
counter n m = counter (n ? 1) m
l = [1  10; 2  20]
in member (counter 1002 2) l

let

The following values were produced after 80390 transitions:
true
true
There are incomplete computations, continue?
The following values were produced after 80422 transitions:
false
false
No further values were produced.

1:
2:

y

3:
4:

Fig. 3. Results from program no. 1
member = as in gure 3
counter = as in gure 3
f n1 n2 l = if (member n1 l) & (member n2 l) then l else []
l = [1  10; 2  20]
in f (counter 1002 2) (counter 1001 1) l

let

The following values were produced
1: []
2: []
There are incomplete computations,
The following values were produced
3: [1,2]
There are incomplete computations,
The following values were produced
4: []
No further values were produced.

after 160606 transitions:

y

continue?
after 160623 transitions:

y

continue?
after 160670 transitions:

Fig. 4. Results from program no. 2

it takes two positive integer arguments n and m and loops, subtracting 1 from n
until it is equal to m. The program determines whether or not 2 is a member of
the list l. Since l stands for four di erent lists there are four di erent outcomes
from the program. The rst two outcomes correspond to the cases where l is [1; 2]
or [10; 2] and the second two outcomes correspond to the cases where l is [1; 20] or
[10; 20]. As the output shows, the execution took between 80390 and 80422 machine
transitions to execute.
Figure 4 shows a slightly di erent program and its execution. In this case the
operator f is applied to two integers n1 and n2 and a list l. If both integers are
members of l then f returns l otherwise it returns the empty list. The execution
shows that there are four outcomes and only one of the possible values for l contains
both 1 and 2.
The expression counter 1000 0 is performed in 20030 machine transitions. The
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(s; e; i : c; d) 7?! f(e(i) : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; i:b : c; d) 7?! f(<i; e; b> : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; (e1 e2 ) : c; d) 7?! f(s; 
e; e1 : e2 : @ : c; d)g
; e (i 7! v); [b]; (s; e; c; d))g when v2 = <i; e ; b>
(v1 : v2 : s; e; @ : c; d) 7?! ff([]
(v2 @v1 : s; e; c; d)g
otherwise
(v : ; ; []; (s; e; c; d)) 7?! f(v : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; (e1 ; : : : ; en ) : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; en : : : : : e1 : [n] : c; d)g
(v1 : : : : : vn : s; e; [n] : c; d) 7?! f((v1 ; : : : ; vn ) : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; if e1 then e2 else e3 : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; e1 : [e2 ; e3 ] : c; d)g
(true : s; e; [e1 ; e2 ] : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; e1 : c; d)g
(false : s; e; [e1 ; e2 ] : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; e2 : c; d)g
(s; e; e1  e2 : c; d) 7?! f(<e; e1 > + <e; e2 > : s; e; c; d)g
( ; ; fail : ; ) 7?! ;
0

0

Fig. 5. The Semantics of A Lazily ND-Functional Language

four di erent possibilities for l in gure 3 leads to 4  20030 = 80120  80422. In
gure 4 the count is performed twice, 4  2  20030 = 160240  160670.

3 Delaying Non-Deterministic Selection
Two problems have been identi ed with the interpretive strategy of the language
described in x2: evaluation of expressions is unnecessarily duplicated and useful
information becomes decentralized. This section describes a modi cation to the
functional language which addresses these issues. The solution is to allow nondeterministic choice to be delayed until it is forced by primitive machine operations.
This allows information to be localized and removes the requirement for unnecessary machine duplication. Unfortunately, this solution does not maintain referential
transparency.
The syntax of the functional language is unchanged. There are three new types
of computational value: thunks, nd-values and delayed applications. A thunk is a
delayed expression and is represented as <e; b> where e is an environment and
b 2 E is a program expression. A thunk contains enough information to evaluate
an expression at some later date. An nd-value has the form v1 + v2 and represents
a delayed non-deterministic choice between values v1 and v2 . A delayed application
has the form v1 @v2 and represents the delayed application of the operator v1 to
the operand v2 .
The modi ed operational semantics for the language has two parts: evaluation of
program expressions and forcing of delayed values. Program expression evaluation
is shown in gure 5 and is the same as the machine de ned by gure 1 except
for the the following. The rule for non-builtin operator application must be extended to deal with the case when the operator is either an nd-value, a thunk or
a delayed application. In this case a delayed application is constructed. The rule
for non-deterministic choice is changed so that an nd-value is constructed. The
sub-expressions of a non-deterministic choice expression are themselves expressions
whose evaluation is delayed by creating an nd-value consisting of two thunks.
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(s; e; <i; e ; b> : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; e : fi; bg : c; d)g
(e : s; e; fi; bg : c; d) 7?! f(<i; e ; b> : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; (v) : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; v :  : c; d)g
(v : s; e;  : c; d) 7?! f((v) : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; (v1 ; : : : ; vn ) : c; d) 7?! f(s; e; vn : : : : : v1 : [n] : c; d)g
(s; e; v1 + v2 : c; d) 7?! f(v1 : s; e; c; d); (v2 : s; e; c; d)g
(s; e; <e ; b> : c; d) 7?! f([]; e ; [b]; (s; e; c; d))g
(s; e; v1 @v2 : c; d) 7?! f(v2 : s; e; v1 : @ : c; d)g
0

0

0

0

0

0

Fig. 6. The Semantics of Forcing Data Values

Forcing a value means that the most recently delayed evaluation will be performed. In the case of nd-values, this will cause the machine to split into two. In
the case of thunks this will mean that the body of the thunk will be evaluated with
respect to the thunk's environment. In the case of a delayed application this will
mean that the operator will be forced and re-applied to its operand.
A value is forced by placing it at the head of the control stack. The machine
transitions for forcing a value are shown in gure 6. There are two new machine
instructions. The rst is fi; bg where i 2 I and b 2 E which expects an environment
on the head of the stack and replaces the environment with a closure. The second is
a data constructor  which expects a value v at the head of the stack and replaces
it with the data value constructed by applying  to v. This simple rule covers many
di erent algebraic data types such as lists and environments.
The builtin operators must be updated in order to deal with lazy non-determinism.
Each operator must be categorized either as strict or non-strict with respect to nondeterminism. If an operator is non-strict then it may be applied to a data value
without ensuring that the value is forced. An example of a non-strict operator is :
which builds cons pairs. The rule for such a builtin operator is left unchanged.
If an operator is strict with respect to non-determinism then an operand must be
forced before it is possible to apply the operator. Examples of strict operators are
+ and hd. The rule for applying such an operator must be changed, for example:

v1 + v2 : s; e; c; d) when v1 2 N & v2 2 N
(+ : v1 : v2 : s; e; @ : @ : c; d) 7?! ((s;
e; v2 : v1 : + : @ : @ : c; d) otherwise
which describes the application of the builtin operator for integer addition. If both
values are integers then the builtin operator is applied, otherwise they are both
forced and the operator is re-applied. In the case of + it may be necessary to force
the values many times before they are reduced to a ground value. Some operators
are partially strict in the sense that values do not need to be ground before they
can be applied. For example:
 0
v : s; e; c; d)
when v = v0 :
(v : hd : s; e; @ : c; d) 7?! ((hd
: s; e; v : @ : c; d) otherwise
where a value v is continually forced until a cons pair is produced. The head and
tail of the cons pair need not be ground in order to return the head.
The extensions to the state transition machine meet the two objectives since
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member [] = false
member x (x : ) = true
member x ( : l) = member x l
counter n n = n
counter n m = counter (n ? 1) m
l = [1  10; 2  20]
in member (counter 1002 2) l

let

The following values were produced after 20186 transitions:
true
true
There are incomplete computations, continue?
The following values were produced after 20218 transitions:
false
false
No further values were produced.

1:
2:

y

3:
4:

Fig. 7. Results from program no. 1 using nd-values

non-determinism is delayed until it is forced by the underlying machine primitives.
The number of repeated evaluations for the same expression is reduced and the
information relating to non-deterministic choice is localized. The following example
shows how these objectives have been met.
Figure 7 shows the evaluation of the same program as shown in gure 3 except
that the non-deterministic choice operator constructs nd-values. There is a signi cant saving on the amount of computation which is performed since the machines
are not duplicated and the loops are performed once.
Although the objectives have been met, the proposed solution has a serious aw:
it does not preserve referential transparency. This property states that equals can
always be substituted for equals and that in particular the value of an identi er
can always be used instead of a reference to the identi er. For example consider the
following program:
let twice(x) = x + x in twice(10  20)
If the choice is made before the function twice is applied then the program is
equivalent to
twice(10)  twice(20)
in which case the outcome of the program is either 20 or 40. On the other hand,
if the choice is made at the point at which x + x is evaluated then the program is
equivalent to
(10  20) + (10  20)
in which case the outcome of the program is either 20, 30 or 40.
By delaying non-deterministic choice the outcome of the program is counterintuitive. If the choice is made at the point at which it is expressed then the result
of the program seems correct but the eciency gains which are produced by being
lazy are lost.
Figure 8 shows the evaluation of the same program as shown in gure 4 except
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member = as in gure 3
counter = as in gure 3
f n1 n2 l = if (member n1 l) & (member n2 l) then l else []
l = [1  10; 2  20]
in f (counter 1002 2) (counter 1001 1) l

let

The following values were produced
1: []
2: []
There are incomplete computations,
The following values were produced
3: [1,2]
4: [10,2]
5: [1,20]
6: [10,20]
7: [1,2]
8: [10,2]
9: [1,20]
10: [10,20]
There are incomplete computations,
The following values were produced
11: []
12: []
13: []
14: []
No further values were produced.

after 40312 transitions:

y

continue?
after 40422 transitions:

y

continue?
after 40560 transitions:

Fig. 8. Results from program no. 2 using nd-values

that nd-values are constructed. Although there is a signi cant computational saving
compared to the original, the semantics of evaluation causes the outcomes to be
incorrect. This occurs due to the duplication of an nd-value in the body of the
operator f . When the antecedent of the if-expression in f is true the value l is
returned; but l is an nd-value which represents all of the alternative lists, even
those for which the antecedent will fail. As the outcomes of the program show, all
the alternative list values are produced. Values are produced more than once as a
result of the way that nd-values are forced on the machine.
If X 0 is the evaluation function for the modi ed machine and  forces all outcomes
then it is easy to see that the following diagram does not commute:

P (V )

? 6
?
?

X

E

?
@



@
@@R

X0

P (V 0 )
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i.e. the nd-evaluation mechanism is not consistent with the evaluation mechanism
which is described in x2.

4 Linear Logic and Non-Determinism
We wish to ensure that a program behaves as though non-deterministic choice
occurs or appears to occur where it is expressed in the program. This has a major
implication: -reduction cannot be applied to applications where the operand is
non-deterministic, unless it can be guaranteed that the operand will never be copied
in the process. This allows non-deterministic choice to be delayed without producing
counter intuitive results. For example we wish to outlaw the following program:
let dup(x) = (x; x) in dup(1  2)
whereas the following program is legal (for deterministic x values):
let lter(l) = if x 2 l then x else fail in lter([1; 2; 3]  [4; 5; 6])
The restrictions force formal parameters in -expressions to be referenced at most
once in the function body when there is the possibility of an nd-value being supplied
as the actual parameter. This is very restrictive since it may not be known in
advance whether or not an nd-value will be supplied. The syntax of the functional
programming language is extended with -expressions:
E ::= I j I:E j I:E j EE j (E; : : : ; E ) j if E then E else E j E  E j fail
A -expression behaves like a -expression except that when it is applied, it ensures
that any actual parameter is forced to completion before it is bound to the formal
parameter. A -closure is a new type of computational value which is represented as
[i; e; b] where the components are the same as those for a -closure. The operational
rules for -expression evaluation and application are as follows:
(s; e; i:b : c; d) 7?! ([i; e; b] : s;e; c; d)
; e0  (i 7! v); [b]; (s; e; c; d)) when !(v)
([i; e0 ; b] : v : s; e; @ : c; d) 7?! ([]
([i; e0 ; b] : s; e; v : @ : c; d)
otherwise
where ! is a predicate which is true of all d-values and false otherwise. Using expressions, the function dup can be de ned:
let dup = x:(x; x) in dup(1  2)
The rules which de ne a legal program must show that no -function which refers
to its formal parameter more than once is applied to an nd-value. In order to do
this we employ techniques from linear logic (?). Firstly we will de ne some terms.
A program value may be either an nd-value when it has been constructed using
the  operator or a d-value otherwise. The process of transforming an nd-value into
a collection of d-values is referred to as making the nd-value ground. A function is
a data value which can be applied to a value. The meaning of function application
is de ned by the evaluation X in x2. The process by which functions are actually
applied is de ned to be safe when the outcome is consistent with the evaluation as
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described in x2 otherwise it is unsafe. A function is nd-safe when it does not copy
its formal parameter, otherwise it is nd-unsafe. A function may be an nd-value
in which case it is an nd-function otherwise it is a d-function. For the proposed
function language the following table describes application safety:
nd-value d-value
nd-safe

safe

safe

nd-unsafe

unsafe

safe

where columns represent operand types, rows represent operator types and the
entries de ne whether or not the application of the operator to the operand is safe
or unsafe.
A program type is described by the following syntax de nition:
T ::= B j B^ j T !L T j T )L T

B ::= int j bool j : : :
L ::= (T; D)
D ::= t j f

T is the syntactic category of program types, B are basic types, L are function type
labels and D describe whether a function is deterministic or not. A program type

denotes a collection of values. Each program expression has a type which describes
which collection of values the outcome of performing the expression falls into. The
outcome of performing a program expression may be one of the following: a basic
value such as an integer or a boolean denoted by b 2 B ; an nd-value which is
composed only of basic values denoted ^b; or a function which is denoted t1 !l t1
or t1 )l t2 depending on various properties of the function. In both cases t1 is the
type of the arguments of the function and t2 is the type of the result of the function.
As noted above, a function may be nd-safe or nd-unsafe. These terms refer to
whether or not a function may be safely applied to an nd-value. A function is itself
may be an nd-value or a d-value which determines whether or not it may safely
be passed as an argument and whether or not the result of the application is an
nd-value. The type of an nd-safe function is denoted by t1 )l t2 and an nd-unsafe
function is denoted by t1 !l t2 . The label on a function type describes whether
the value may be an nd-value or not. A label ( ; t) means that the value of an
expression with this type is an nd-function and a label ( ; f ) means that the value
is a d-function. Finally, an nd-function can be made ground in which case its type
is t contained in the label: l = (t; ); a d-function may also be made ground in which
case the type of the resulting value is the rst component of the label, but this will
be the same as the type i.e. t = t1 !(t;d) t2 and t = t1 )(t;d) t2 for all d-functions.
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G(^) =
G( !( ; ) ) =
G( )( ; ) ) =
G( ) = ( )
D(^) = f
D( !( ;d) ) = d
D( )( ;d) ) = d
D( ) = t
D(<>) = t
D(< 7! >) = D( )
D(A1 ; A2 ) = D(A1 ) & D(A2 )
N (^) = ^
N ( 1 !(; ) 2 ) = 1 !(;t) 2
N ( 1 )(; ) 2 ) = 1 )(;t) 2
N( ) = ^
Fig. 9. Typechecking Operators

Figure 9 de nes operators which are used to test and transform types. The operators are as follows: G is used to transform a type to a ground type, i.e. a type which
denotes possibly nd-values to a type which denotes only d-values; D is a predicate
determines whether or not a type, or a bag of type assumptions (see below) denotes
nd-values; nally, N transforms a type which denotes possibly d-values to a type
which denotes de nately nd-values.
A relation ` is de ned which associates a type with all nd-safe programs, i.e.
all those programs which do not apply an nd-unsafe function to an nd-value. The
relation is de ned using a collection of rules each of which is of the form:

a1
a2
:::
an
c x
which de nes that statement c holds providing that all the statements ai hold; x is
a label for the rule.
The relation is a set of 3-tuples (A; e; t) and is written A ` e : t when (A; e; t) 2`.
The components of each tuple are: A a collection of type assumptions; e a program
expression; and t a type. The type assumptions contain associations between identi ers and types which freely occur in e and an element of the relation A ` e : t
should be read as stating that program expression e has type t when all the freely
referenced identi ers in e have types assigned by A.
A collection of assumptions contains mappings between program identi ers and
types, i 7! t. The value A is a bag of such mappings where <> is the empty bag,
<v> is a singleton bag containing the value v and A1 ; A2 is `bag concatenation'.
Type systems for ordinary programming languages use relationships of the form
S ` e : t where S is a set of identi er/type mappings. In such languages the
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assumptions which are contained in S may be used as many times as is required,
i.e. identi ers in S may be referenced an arbitrary number of times. For programs
involving nd-values, this is not the case: we wish to control the number of times an
identi er is referenced. Bags of type assumptions allow us to do this.
The rules which de ne the type relation are described below. Type equality is
de ned by adding in the necessary information to either of the types in order that
^ are equal by adding a
they are both ground or non-ground. For example int and int
^ to int. This rule allows types to be equal when they di er only in the ground-ness
of the values which they denote and also ensures that non-ground-ness is preserved
when comparing types. Constants k are typed by rule (a):

<> ` k : b (a)
where b 2 B is the type of constant k. An identi er i is typed by (b):

<i 7! t> ` i : t (b)
Notice that the type assumptions must contain exactly one mapping which is for
the required identi er. Nd-safe functions are typed by (c):

Ani; <i 7! t1 > ` e : t2
G(A)ni; <i 7! t1 > ` e : t3
t = t1 )(t;t) t3
(c)
A ` i:e : t1 )(t;D(Ani)) t2
The rule (c) de nes that the type of i need be added at most once to the type
assumptions in order to type the body of the function. This means that the value
of the identi er i is never copied during the execution of the function. Nd-unsafe
functions are typed by rule (d):

A; < i 7! t1 >+ ` e : t2
G(A); < i 7! t1 >+ ` e : t3
t = t1 !(t;t) t3
(d)
A ` i:e : t1 !(t;D(A)) t2
The rule (d) de nes that the type of i needs to be added more than once to the
type assumptions, i.e. the value of i might be copied during the execution of the
body e. The type of -functions is given by rule (e):

A; < i 7! G(t1 ) >+ ` e : t2
G(A); < i 7! G(t1 ) >+ ` e : t3
t = t1 )(t;D(A)) t3
(e)
A ` i:e : t1 )(t;D(A)) t2
Rule (e) adds the type of i to the assumptions as many times as is required. The
type of i is made ground using G, this is because the application of a -function
grounds its argument as described above. The type of nd-unsafe function application
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member = as in gure 3
counter = as in gure 3
f n1 n2 = l: if (member n1 l) & (member n2 l) then l else []
l = [1  10; 2  20]
in f (counter 1002 2) (counter 1001 1) l

let

The following values were produced
1: []
2: []
There are incomplete computations,
The following values were produced
3: [1,2]
There are incomplete computations,
The following values were produced
4: []
No further values were produced.

after 40469 transitions:

y

continue?
after 40486 transitions:

y

continue?
after 40533 transitions:

Fig. 10. Results from program no. 2 using nd-values and a -function

is described by rule (f ):

A1 ` e1 : t1 !( ;t) t2
A2 ` e2 : t1
D(t1 )
A1 ; A2 ` e1 e2 : t2 (f )
Rule (f ) de nes that nd-unsafe function application is well typed when the type of
the argument agrees with the type of the function domain and the argument type
is deterministic. The type of nd-safe function application is described by rule (g):
A1 ` e1 : t1 )( ;t) t2
A2 ` e2 : t1
A1 ; A2 ` e1 e2 : t2 (g)
Rule (g) de nes that nd-safe function application is well typed when the argument
type is the same as the function domain type. There is no requirement that the
argument type is deterministic. Finally, rule (h) describes the type of a choice
expression:
A 1 ` e1 : t 1
A 2 ` e2 : t 1
A1 ; A2 ` e1  e2 : N (t1 ) (h)
Rule (h) uses the operator N to transform a possibly ground type to a nondeterministic type.
Figure 10 shows program 2 which has been changed to introduce a -function to
protect the repeated references to the identi er l in the body of f . The repeated
evaluation of program expressions which is necessary due to non-determinism is localized within the body of f . Notice, however that once an nd-value has been forced,
the evaluation strategy causes subsequent program expressions to be performed for
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member = as in gure 3
counter = as in gure 3
f n = l: if (member n1 l) then hd l else fail
l = [1  10; 2  20]
in counter 1001 (f (counter 1001 1) l)

let

0

The following values were produced after 60184 transitions:
1: 1
2: 1
No further values were produced.

Fig. 11. Results from program no. 3 using nd-values and a -function

each outcome of the force; in other words: forcing a value splits computation and
there is no way of joining it back together again.
Suppose that : E ! F is a translation from naive syntax to nd-syntax which
inserts -functions in order that the program is well typed. Then we claim that the
following diagram commutes:
E X- P (V )

6



? - 0
P (V )
X

F

0


which shows that the nd-evaluation mechanism is consistent with the d-evaluation
mechanism after nd-unsafe function application has been removed by introducing
-functions.

5 Desugaring -functions

A -function can be used to localize the duplication of expression evaluation. Unfortunately, as soon as an nd-value is forced by applying a -function to it there is
no way of joining the split computation back together again. For example, gure 11
shows a program which involves applying a -function to an nd-value. The calculation proceeds as follows. The identi er l is bound to an nd-value, a counter counts
up to 1000, l is passed to f causing computation to split into four, two of the lists
contain 1 and both of these computations return 1 as the head of the list, since two
outcomes are produced from f the expression which counts to 1000 is performed
twice. The number of transitions is therefore: 20030 + (2  20030) = 60090  60184.
Although the nd-value must be forced when f is called, the results from the call
of f can be re-composed as an nd-value. If this is done, then the nal counting
expression will be performed only once. Furthermore, the outcomes of the program
shown in gure 11 are both identical. Once an nd-value has been forced, there is
no way of knowing whether information is being duplicated.
In order to address these problems we propose two new operators: I and R which
are pronounced install and reify respectively. The operator R is applied to a value
which is possibly an nd-value and returns all the alternatives which it represents
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member = as in gure 3
counter = as in gure 3
map [] = []
map f (x : l) = (f (x)) : (map f l)
append [] l = l
append (x : l1 ) l2 = x : (append l1 l2 )
atten [] = []
atten (x : l) = append x ( atten l)
remdups [] = []
remdups (x : l) = remdups l when member x l
remdups (x : l) = x : (remdups l)
f n l = if member n l then [hd l] else []
f n1 n2 l = I (remdups(map(f n1 n2 ))(R(l)))
l = [1  10; 2  20]
in counter 1001 (f (counter 1001 1) l)

let

0

0

The following values were produced after 40527 transitions:
1: 1
No further values were produced.

Fig. 12. A desugared -function.

as a list of d-values. The operator I is applied to a list of d-values and returns an
nd-value which contains the members of the list as alternatives. Using I and R, the
-function notation may be viewed as sugar:
i:e = i:I (map(i:e)(R(i)))
where the value of i is forced using R, each alternative is processed separately using
i:e and the result is packaged up as a single value using I . If more information
is known about the -function, then more ecient desugarings are possible, for
example:
l:if p(l) then f (l) else fail
can be desugared as
I ( atten(map(l:if p(l) then [f (l)] else [])(R(l))))
where atten is an operator which attens a list of lists. Furthermore, if remdup
is an operator which removes duplicates from a list of values then the following is
event more ecient:
I (remdup( atten(map(l:if p(l) then [f (l)] else [])(R(l)))))
These transformations are used in gure 12 which is an equivalent program to that
shown in gure 11. The counting expressions are evaluated once only in each case
and only one outcome is produced, since duplicate outcomes have been removed.

6 Applying ND Technology to Data Fusion
The Data Fusion example which is de ned in x2 uses non-determinism to advance

the entities in the current global picture. The non-determinism is required because
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if no information is received to the contrary we must assume all the possible moves
for an entity have taken place. At any future time, messages may be received which
rule out many of the possible moves. The model of Data Fusion shows a very simple
type of message which reports a de nate observation of an entity at a particular
position.
The Data Fusion example was executed with the following initial state:
([(1; 0; 0); (2; 10; 20)]; 0; [(2; at(1; 0; 0)); (2; at(2; 10; 21))])
which describes two entities with identi ers 1 and 2 and positions (0; 0) and (10; 20)
respectively, a current time of 0 and two messages. Both messages occur at time 2
and are de nate sightings of entities. The rst sighting is for entity 1 at position
(0; 0) and the second sighting is for entity 2 at position (10; 21).
When the functional language with the naive operational semantics described in
x2 was used for the Data Fusion application, the result was never produced, even
for this small example. The combinatorial explosion of machines caused the system
to run out of space. When using the technology described in x5 the result was as
follows:
The following values were produced after 76113 transitions:
1: ([(1,0,0),(2,10,21)],2,[])

The reasonable performance is due to the rei cation and installation of nd-values.

7 Conclusion and Further Work
Naive systems are a useful approach to the development of computer applications
which involve search. This includes many branches of Arti cial Intelligence software
including Knowledge Based Systems. A problem with naive systems is that they
are dicult to use as initial prototypes because their obvious operational semantics leads to a combinatorial explosion. This paper has described the problem and
identi ed a potential solution.
The proposed solution is not complete. The following areas of work remain:
1. The typechecking system has not been implemented. As it stands it is not as
general as it might be, for example application of nd-functions is not allowed.
2. The introduction of -functions has not been automated. This should be
relatively easy.
3. The desugaring of -functions has not been automated. It should be possible
to translate -functions to combinations of list, R and I expressions.
4. The Data Fusion example is very simple. There are many other areas of such
an application where non-determinism can be used. For example messages
may include noise, may be out of time order and new entities may be observed.
These areas would be useful application drivers for the technology proposed
in this paper.
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